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Feynman’s iǫ prescription for quantum field theoretic propagators has a quite natural
reinterpretation in terms of a slight complex deformation of the Minkowski spacetime metric. Though originally a strictly flat-space result, once reinterpreted in this
way, these ideas can be naturally extended first to semi-classical curved-spacetime
QFT on a fixed background geometry and then, (with more work), to fluctuating
spacetime geometries. There are intimate connections with variants of the weak
energy condition. We shall take the Lorentzian signature metric as primary, but
note that allowing the complex deformation to become large leads to a variant of
Wick rotation, and more importantly leads to physically motivated constraints on
the configuration space of acceptable off-shell geometries to include in Feynman’s
functional integral when attempting to quantize gravity. Ultimately this observation
allows one to connect the discussion back to recent ideas on “acceptable” complex
metrics, in the Louko–Sorkin and Kontsevich–Segal–Witten sense, with Lorentzian
signature spacetimes occurring exactly on the boundary of the set of “acceptable”
complex metrics. By adopting the tetrad formalism we explicitly construct the most
general set of acceptable complex metrics satisfying the 0-form, 1-form, and 2-form
acceptability conditions.
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1

Introduction

Feynman’s iǫ prescription for the Feynman propagator was originally developed as
a pragmatic trick for encoding causality into the Fourier transformed momentumspace propagators occurring in the Feynman diagram expansion [1–5]. Feynman’s
iǫ prescription then justifies flat-space Wick rotation, and is an essential ingredient
in Euclideanizing any loop integrals that might be of interest [1–5]. Going beyond
the Feynman diagram expansion there has now been an almost 50 year history of
reinterpreting Feynman’s iǫ prescription in position space, often via a slight complex
deformation of the Minkowski metric [6–12].
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In flat space for small ǫ it is useful to focus on the almost-real metric
(ηǫ )ab = ηab − iǫ Va Vb .

(1.1)

Here V a is at this stage some arbitrary but fixed spatially constant 4-velocity.
Viewed as a slight complex deformation of the Minkowski metric, formal convergence
of the Feynman functional integral [13] can then be related to the whether or not the
underlying classical Lagrangian appearing in the path integral satisfies an integrated
off-shell variant of the weak energy condition (WEC).
It is then tolerably straightforward to extend these ideas to curved spacetimes. First
to curved-spacetime QFT on a fixed background, and then with considerably more
work to fluctuating spacetime geometries. In curved space for small ǫ it is useful to
focus on the almost-real metric
(gǫ )ab = (gL )ab − iǫ Va Vb .

(1.2)

Here (gL )ab is some Lorentzian signature metric, and V a is some arbitrary field of
unit-norm 4-velocities. Here ǫ(x) > 0 is allowed to be position-dependent. We shall
take the existence of the Lorentzian signature metric (gL )ab as primary, and view the
complex metric (gǫ )ab as auxiliary.
We can then generalize this construction further, to considering “allowable” complex
metrics of the form
√

−gǫ (gǫ )ab =

√

√
−gL (gL )ab + iǫ gE (gE )ab .

(1.3)

Here (gL )ab and (gE )ab are Lorentzian signature and Euclidean signature metrics
respectively, and are subject to the additional nonlinear acceptability condition
q

√

√
Im
− det −gL (gL )ab + iǫ gE (gE )ab > 0.
(1.4)

These two conditions are a re-phrasing and explicit codification of the constraints
first discussed by Louko and Sorkin [14], (the 0-form and 1-form constraints), and
then recently revived (and extended) by Kontsevich and Segal [15], and Witten [16].
When presented in this way, the fact that Lorentzian signature metrics lie on the
boundary of the acceptable complex metrics is explicitly manifest. Though the above
is the most symmetric way of phrasing things, it may not always be the most computationally effective, and we shall put some effort into various simplifications.
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For instance let hab be a positive definite tensor, then one can recast the two Louko–
Sorkin acceptability conditions in an asymmetric manner:
(gǫ )ab = p

Im

p

(gL )ab + iǫ hab
det {δc e + iǫ (gL )cd hde }
c

det {δa + iǫ (gL )ab

hbc }



.

> 0.

(1.5)
(1.6)

We also discuss the small-ǫ version of the above. For positive definite hab :
(gǫ )ab = (gL )ab + iǫ hab + O(ǫ2 );

(gL )cd hcd > O(ǫ);

(1.7)

where hab denotes the usual trace-reversal process.
We shall then, following and extending the ideas of Kontsevich and Segal [15],
and Witten [16], discuss the third (2-form) acceptability constraint relevant in a
4-dimensional setting, and use it to fully characterize the positive definite tensor hab
by constraining its eigenvalues. (In higher D-dimensional spacetime one would need
to consider additional constraints, up to a [D/2]-form constraint.) Then, adopting
the tetrad formalism, we shall provide a complete and explicit characterization of all
complex metrics satisfying the compatibility conditions.
Finally we make some general comments about the generic functional integration
over complex manifolds, and in the appendix present a fully explicit example of a
complex spacetime metric that is not acceptable.
Notation: We choose our metric conventions such that the flat space Minkowski
metric is ηL = diag(−1, +1, +1, +1). The flat space Euclidean metric is taken to
be positive definite, ηE = diag(+1, +1, +1, +1). Particle physicists often use the
opposite signature ηL = diag(+1, −1, −1, −1), which can sometimes lead to annoying
stray minus signs.

2
2.1

Flat Minkowski spacetime
Feynman propagator: Small ǫ

The Feynman propagator in momentum space (for simplicity let us consider a massive
scalar field) can be written as [1–5]
∆F (E, p) =

E2

−

p2

i
.
− m2 + iǫ

(2.1)

The whole point of
pFeynman’s iǫ prescription is to “dodge” around the poles, naively
located atp
E = ± m2 + p2 , in an appropriate manner, by shifting the poles slightly
to E = ± m2 + p2 − iǫ, see for instance [1–5].
–3–

Since these poles occur at E 2 > 0, one could just as easily write
∆F (E, p) =

E 2 (1

i
.
+ iǫ) − p2 − m2

(2.2)

When the propagator is written in this form the iǫ prescription has a natural interpretation in terms of a complex “not quite Minkowski” metric [7–12]. Specifically,
let us define
(ηǫ )ab = diag(−1 − iǫ, +1, +1, +1).
(2.3)
Then taking the 4-momentum to be P a = (E, pi ) we have
∆F (E, p) =

i
−(ηǫ )ab P a P b − m2

.

(2.4)

These three propagators, (2.1)–(2.2)–(2.4), all carry and imply exactly the same
physics content [7–12]. Defining the 4-velocity V a = (1, 0, 0, 0) we can write
(ηǫ )ab = ηab − iǫ Va Vb .

(2.5)

This version of Feynman’s iǫ prescription, where the ǫ has been pushed into the
spacetime metric, has a much better chance of being usefully generalizable.
2.2

Flat-space Wick rotation: Large ǫ

While this is not the central point of the current article, there are connections to the
idea of Wick rotation. When performing the usual form of flat-space Wick rotation,
E → iE, the contour does not pass over the poles. [The contour (−∞, +∞) is
deformed to (−i∞, +i∞).] In terms of the “rotated” energy variable, once one takes
the limit ǫ → 0, the Euclidean propagator is simply:
∆E (E, p) =

E2

−i
.
+ p2 + m2

(2.6)

When viewed as a complex metric, the energy E instead remains untouched and in
the complex metric ηǫ = η − iǫV ⊗ V one would instead let ǫ travel from 0 to 2i,
while carefully dodging around the point i.
Alternatively one could instead write a specific “large ǫ” version of the complex
metric
(ηǫ )ab = ηab + (1 − exp(iǫ)) Va Vb ,
(2.7)
and let ǫ travel from 0 to π along the real axis. This version of the complexified
Minkowski metric is closer in spirit to the construction adopted in a series of papers
by Greensite and Carlini [17–21].
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Another nice feature of putting the iǫ into the spacetime metric is that it will then
automatically take care of the polarization factors for higher spin. (Otherwise one
would have to add somewhat ad hoc modifications to Wick rotation by, for instance,
additionally Wick rotating the electromagnetic scalar potential, A0 → iA0 but not
~ etc.)
the vector potential A,
2.3

Weak energy condition

Within the context of the Feynman functional integral [13] the Lorentzian partition
function is
Z
ZL = Dφ exp (−iS(φ, η)) .
(2.8)
Now iǫ-complexify the metric
Zǫ =

Z

Dφ exp (−iS(φ, ηǫ )) .

For small ǫ we now use the general result
√
−g
δS(g, φ)
=
T (g, φ)ab ,
δgab
2
to write

iǫ
S(ηǫ , φ) = S(η, φ) −
2

Z

T ab (η, φ) Va Vb

√

−η d4 x + O(ǫ2 ).

(2.9)

(2.10)

(2.11)

This implies



Z
Z
√
ǫ
ab
4
2
T (η, φ) Va Vb −η d x + O(ǫ )
Zǫ = Dφ exp (−iS(φ, ηǫ )) exp −
.
2
(2.12)
Thence, if the classical off-shell stress-energy tensor satisfies the WEC, (so that
T ab (η, φ) Va Vb ≥ 0), then the iǫ-complexified metric serves to damp the oscillations
in the functional integral, which is exactly what we want to make the functional
integral mathematically justifiable [13]. (For related comments see also references [14]
and [22].)
Unfortunately the argument cannot be run in reverse. Even with a damped functional
integral the expectation value hT ab (η, φ)i need not satisfy the WEC, both because
of the phases exp (−iS(φ, ηǫ )), and because of the need to renormalize.1
1
And if you try to Wick rotate first, there are other issues to deal with. Yes, the phases are now all
real, but once one is in Euclidean signature the spacelike/timelike/null distinction no longer applies,
and NEC/WEC/SEC/DEC are either ill-defined or all collapse to the SEC [23]. Furthermore you
would still need to renormalize, and the implied subtraction process could easily vitiate the WEC
for hT ab (η, φ)i.
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Consider for instance the Casimir effect between parallel plates: The classical Maxwell
Lagrangian certainly satisfies the WEC, but the renormalized electromagnetic energy
density hρi is certainly negative [23–31].

3

Fixed-background curved-space: Simplified construction

When investigating curved space QFT we find it most convenient to first start the
discussion with a simple and direct construction for small ǫ, subsequently extended
to large ǫ. We shall then present a generalized construction for large ǫ, and ultimately circle back from the generalized large-ǫ construction to a generalized small-ǫ
construction. We then introduce a tetrad version of the construction, which allows
one to generalize the whole process.
3.1

Small ǫ

Much of the previous flat-space discussion can be carried over to fixed-background
curved-space QFT. While one can no longer Fourier transform to define the original
momentum-space version of Feynman’s iǫ prescription, one can certainly define an
almost-real iǫ-complexified metric
(gǫ )ab = (gL )ab − iǫ Va Vb .

(3.1)

Here the vector field V is now a unit 4-vector field (a 4-velocity field) with respect
to the Lorentzian metric (gL )ab , and ǫ(x) is allowed to be position-dependent but
should at least be positive. While this is not the central point of the current article,
this construction can now be used as the starting point for how to define a general
notion of how to Wick rotate a spacetime metric [12]. See also [32–37], and related
work [38–40]. For instance, as long as one has a globally defined co-tetrad eA a [41],
then one could define
(gǫ )ab = (ηǫ )AB eA a eB b .
(3.2)
We shall not take this specific route in the current article; but will ultimately develop
and investigate a related tetrad-based construction.
To analyze this slightly complex metric it is useful to note that

That is


det (gL )ab (gǫ )bc = det {δ a c − iǫ V a Vc } = 1 + iǫ.

(3.3)

− det {(gǫ )ab } = − det {(gL )ab } (1 + iǫ).

(3.4)
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Thence


p
p
p
√
iǫ
2
− det {(gǫ )ab } = − det {(gL )ab } 1 + iǫ = − det {(gL )ab } 1 + + O(ǫ ) .
2
(3.5)
We can rewrite this more compactly as


√
√
√
√
iǫ
2
(3.6)
−gǫ = −gL 1 + iǫ = −gL 1 + + O(ǫ ) .
2
Furthermore, inverting the covariant metric, we have
(gǫ )ab = (gL )ab + iǫ V a V b + O(ǫ2 ).

(3.7)

Thence we have
√

−gǫ (gǫ )

ab

=

√

−gL



We can expand this as
√

ab

−gǫ (gǫ ) =

√




iǫ
2
1 + + O(ǫ ) (gL )ab + iǫ V a V b + O(ǫ2 ) .
2





1
ab
a b
2
ab
−gL (gL ) + iǫ V V + (gL )
+ O(ǫ ) .
2

(3.8)

(3.9)

But if we now define
(gE )ab = (gL )ab + 2V a V b ,

(3.10)

then (gE )ab is a Euclidean signature metric, and furthermore


det (gL )ab (gE )bc = det δa c + 2Va V b = −1.

(3.11)

That is, we see that in this particular situation we have det{(gE )ab } = − det{(gL )ab },
or more briefly gE = −gL . But then we can write
√

−gǫ (gǫ )ab =

√

−gL (gL )ab + i

ǫ√
gE (gE )ab + O(ǫ2 ).
2

(3.12)

From (3.6) and the above we have
Im
and

√

√

−gǫ =

ǫ√
−gL + O(ǫ2 );
2

ǫ√
gE (gE )ab + O(ǫ2 );
2
both of which are positive as long as ǫ is positive.
Im

−gǫ (gǫ )ab =
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(3.13)

(3.14)

But these are simply small-ǫ versions of the Louko–Sorkin acceptability conditions [14]:
√
Im{ −gǫ } > 0;

Im

√

−gǫ (gǫ )ab > 0;

(3.15)

These two conditions were explored by Louko and Sorkin [14], almost 25 years ago,
to guarantee the quantum stability of a (free) massive scalar field described by the
action
Z

1 √
−gǫ −(gǫ )ab ∂a φ ∂b φ − m2 φ2 .
(3.16)
S(gǫ , φ) =
2

In the language of Kontsevich and Segal [15], and Witten [16] these are the 0-form
and 1-form constraints. In (3 + 1) ∼ 4 dimensions there is also a 2-form constraint,
which we shall discuss in due course.
√
It is perhaps worth noting that the the combination −gǫ (gǫ )ab also shows up
elsewhere in general relativity. Specifically, in defining the harmonic gauge ∆xa = 0,
√
which is a coordinate gauge fixing condition equivalent to ∂a { −gǫ (gǫ )ab } = 0. This
is the strong-field generalization of the weak-field Einstein–Hilbert–Fock–De Donder
gauge.
Louko and Sorkin then partially generalized their construction [14], by defining the
equivalent of
X
(gǫ )ab = (gL )ab − iǫ
wj (V j )a (V j )b .
(3.17)
j

Here one is now performing a positive-weight (wj > 0) sum over timelike (or null)
vector fields (V j )a . But can we generalize this construction even further? That is
our goal in the next subsection.
3.2

Large ǫ

First let us verify that the (gǫ )ab = (gL )ab − iǫVa Vb satisfies the two Louko–Sorkin
constraints for arbitrarily large ǫ > 0, and then further generalize the construction.
Note that, (adopting Riemann normal coordinates and going to the rest frame of the
4-velocity V ), the eigenvalues of (gǫ )ab are

Then

√

−gǫ =

√

λ ∈ {−(1 + iǫ), 1, 1, 1} .
√
1 + iǫ and the eigenvalues of −gǫ (gǫ )ab are:


√
√
√
1
, 1 + iǫ, 1 + iǫ, 1 + iǫ .
λ ∈ −√
1 + iǫ

The two Louko–Sorkin acceptability conditions are then


√
1
Im( 1 + iǫ) > 0;
> 0.
Im − √
1 + iǫ

–8–

(3.18)

(3.19)

(3.20)

But
√
√
√

Im(− 1 − iǫ)
1
1 − iǫ
Im( 1 + iǫ)
√
√
=
= Im − √
= √
.
1 + iǫ 1 − iǫ
1 + ǫ2
1 + ǫ2
(3.21)
So for the specific metric (gǫ )ab = (gL )ab − iǫVa Vb the two Louko–Sorkin acceptability
conditions are actually degenerate, and amount to the same assertion that ǫ > 0.
This now works for arbitrarily large values of ǫ.


1
Im − √
1 + iǫ

3.3





Rephrasing the construction in terms of tetrad formalism

Let us now collect these ideas, and recast them in terms of the tetrad formalism. Let
eA a (x) denote an arbitrary (not necessarily orthonormal) tetrad. The only things we
need to insist on is that the contravariant vectors eA a (x) = [ea (x)]A form a basis for
the tangent space. Thence in particular det(eA a (x)) 6= 0, and the co-tetrad eA a (x) is
simply the matrix inverse of eA a (x), with the co-vectors eA a (x) = [ea ]A now forming
a basis for the cotangent space.
Now let θ(x) be any smooth function bounded by 0 < θ(x) < π/2. The variable θ is
effectively a nonlinear way of encoding the parameter ǫ via the relation θ = 21 arctan ǫ;
we shall soon see why this is worthwhile. Define
(ηθ )AB = diag{− exp(+i2θ(x)), 1, 1, 1};

(3.22)

(ηθ )AB = diag{− exp(−i2θ(x)), 1, 1, 1}.

(3.23)

and

Construct the complex metric
(gθ )ab = (ηθ )AB ei A (x) eB b (x)
= − exp[+i2θ(x)] e0 a (x) e0 b (x) +

(3.24)
3
X

ei a (x) ei b (x).

(3.25)

i=1

Then the inverse metric is
(gθ )ab = (ηθ )AB eA a (x) eB b (x)
= − exp[−i2θ(x)] e0 a (x) e0 b (x) +

–9–

(3.26)
3
X
i=1

ei a (x) ei b (x).

(3.27)

Note that

p
− det(gθ ) = exp [+iθ(x)] and thence

p
− det(gθ ) (gθ )ab = exp [+iθ(x)] (ηθ )AB eA a (x) eB b (x)

= − exp(−iθ(x)) e0 a (x) e0 b (x) + exp(+iθ(x))

(3.28)
3
X

ei a (x) ei b (x).

i=1

(3.29)

Thence, this rather general class of complex metrics manifestly satisfies the Louko–
Sorkin (0-form and 1-form) acceptability conditions, and we shall soon see that it
also satisfies the Kontsevich–Segal and Witten 2-form acceptability condition. This is
not the most general class of complex metrics satisfying the compatibility conditions,
but it is a good basis for ultimately deriving the most general class of such complex
metrics.
The corresponding Lorentzian and Euclidean metrics are given by
(
)
3
X
√
−gL (gL )ab = cos[θ(x)] −e0 a (x) e0 b (x) +
ei a (x) ei b (x) ,

(3.30)

i=1

and
√

(

−gE (gE )ab = sin[θ(x)] +e0 a (x) e0 b (x) +

3
X

)

ei a (x) ei b (x) .

i=1

(3.31)

We shall ultimately seek to fully generalize this construction.

4

Fixed-background curved-space: Generalized construction

We shall now generalize the construction beyond simply using the 4-velocity vector
V a , to allow for a more complicated matrix-based relation between (gL )ab and (gE )ab .
After dealing with the 0-form and 1-form acceptability conditions (the Louko–Sorkin
conditions), we then turn to the additional 2-form acceptability condition relevant
in 4 dimensions.
4.1

Large ǫ

Let us now construct the general solution to the two Louko–Sorkin acceptability conditions, allowing arbitrarily “large” values of ǫ; so we are no longer demanding that
the metric is “close” to real. Take the Louko–Sorkin conditions as primary [14]:
√
Im{ −gǫ } > 0;

Im

– 10 –

√

−gǫ (gǫ )ab > 0.

(4.1)

√
We note that Im
−gǫ (gǫ )ab is by construction a tensor density, and since it
is asserted to be a positive definite matrix, we can use it to define a Euclidean
metric:
√
√
−gǫ (gǫ )ab = ǫ gE (gE )ab .
Im
(4.2)

The overall scale of (gE )ab is arbitrary, as it can always be absorbed into a redefinition
√
−gǫ (gǫ )ab is also by construction
of ǫ, and vice versa. Similarly, we note that Re
a tensor density. Since the whole point of the exercise was to start with a Lorentzian
metric (gL )ab and somehow complexify it, the physically appropriate choice is to
demand:
√
√
Re
−gǫ (gǫ )ab = −gL (gL )ab .
(4.3)
Combining these observations we have one of our main results:
• The Louko–Sorkin matrix condition can be written as:
√

−gǫ (gǫ )ab =

√

−gL (gL )ab + iǫ

√

gE (gE )ab .

(4.4)

• The Louko–Sorkin determinant condition, from (4.1), can be written as
q

√
√
− det
−gL (gL )ab + iǫ gE (gE )ab
Im
> 0.
(4.5)
This is the cleanest theoretical way I have come up with for encoding the Louko–
Sorkin acceptability conditions. However, it is sometimes worthwhile to re-express
these “symmetric” results in a slightly more asymmetric, but computationally more
useful, manner. Taking the determinant of equation (4.4) we have


√
gE
c
bc
− gǫ = −gL det δa + iǫ √
.
(4.6)
(gL )ab (gE )
−gL
This suggests that one can make some progress by defining the rescaled positive
definite tensor (not a tensor density)
√
gE
(gE )ab .
h =√
−gL
ab

(4.7)

Then the Louko–Sorkin determinant condition (4.5) can now be rewritten as
p

Im
det {δa c + iǫ (gL )ab hbc } > 0.
(4.8)
In contrast the Louko–Sorkin matrix condition (4.4) can now be written as
√

−gǫ (gǫ )ab =

√

−gL


(gL )ab + iǫ hab .

– 11 –

(4.9)

√
If we try to invert the general formula for −gǫ (gǫ )ab , to explicitly extract (gǫ )ab as
a function of (gL )ab and hab , then the best we can do is this:
(gǫ )ab = p

(gL )ab + iǫ hab
.
det {δc e + iǫ (gL )cd hde }

(4.10)

This, together with the determinant condition (4.8), now completely characterizes
the set of Luoko–Sorkin “acceptable” complex metrics in terms of the underlying
Lorentzian metric (gL )ab and a positive-definite distortion tensor hab . This is the
cleanest practical way I have come up with for encoding the Louko–Sorkin acceptability conditions.
4.2

Back to small ǫ

One place where we can make significant further progress with equation (4.10) is in
the small-ǫ limit. In this limit we note that the determinant can be approximated
as
(gL )ab + iǫ hab
.
(4.11)
(gǫ )ab = p
1 + iǫ (gL )cd hcd + O(ǫ2 )

Thence


1
cd
2
1 − iǫ (gL )cd h + O(ǫ ) .
2

(4.12)



1
cd
ab
(gǫ ) = (gL ) + iǫ h − [(gL )cd h ](gL )ab + O(ǫ2 ).
2

(4.13)

(gǫ )
That is

ab

ab



ab

ab

= (gL ) + iǫ h



ab

But the quantity

1
{(gL )cd hcd }(gL )ab
(4.14)
2
is the familiar “trace-reversal” process, commonly encountered when perturbing the
spacetime metric around some chosen background. Specifically, we now have
hab = hab −

(gǫ )ab = (gL )ab + iǫ hab + O(ǫ2 ),

(4.15)

where hab is an arbitrary positive definite tensor.
Furthermore the Louko–Sorkin determinant condition now reduces to inspecting


np
o
1
cd
2
Im
1 + iǫ (gL )cd hcd + O(ǫ2 ) = Im 1 + iǫ (gL )cd h + O(ǫ )
2
1
(4.16)
= ǫ (gL )cd hcd + O(ǫ3 ).
2
So to verify the Louko–Sorkin determinant condition one need merely check whether
or not the trace (gL )cd hcd is positive.

– 12 –

The two formulae
(gL )cd hcd > 0;

(gǫ )ab = (gL )ab + iǫ hab ;

(4.17)

represent the cleanest practical way I have come up with for encoding the small-ǫ
Louko–Sorkin acceptability conditions. If these two formulae are satisfied then there
will at the very least be some finite interval ǫ ∈ (0, ǫ∗ ) over which the Louko–Sorkin
acceptability conditions are satisfied. Sometimes this can be extended to the entire
positive half line ǫ ∈ (0, ∞).
4.3

The 2-form constraint

In (3 + 1) ∼ 4 dimensions there is also an additional 2-form constraint. See for
instance the discussion in Kontsevich and Segal [15], and Witten [16].
4.3.1

Large ǫ

The key idea is to demand that the electromagnetic, (or more generally, the nonabelian gauge fields), satisfy:
Im

√

−gǫ (gǫ )ac (gǫ )bd Fab Fcd > 0.

(4.18)

The field strengths Fab are taken to be real, so this is equivalent to demanding that
the object
√


M [ab][cd] = Im
−gǫ (gǫ )ac (gǫ )bd − (gǫ )ad (gǫ )bc
(4.19)

be a positive definite matrix when acting on 2-forms. This can be converted into a
statement about the eigenvalues λA of (gǫ )ab . With minor changes in notation and
conventions as compared to references [15, 16], the 2-form acceptability condition
can be cast as

√
−gǫ
> 0;
(A 6= B)
{A, B} ∈ [0..3].
(4.20)
Im
λA λB
For completeness, when cast in this form the two Louko–Sorkin conditions, the 0-form
and 1-form acceptability conditions, are:
√

√
−gǫ
Im
and
Im
> 0.
(4.21)
−gǫ > 0;
λA

While we have seen how to interpret the 0-form and 1-form conditions geometrically,
a simple geometric interpretation for the 2-form condition is trickier.
Recall that from the 1-form condition we had
√

−gǫ (gǫ )ab =

√

−gL


(gL )ab + iǫ hab .
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(4.22)

Let us now go to Riemann local coordinates for the Lorentzian metric (gL )ab , then
locally we have
√
−gǫ (gǫ )ab = η ab + iǫ ĥab .
(4.23)
Here the coordinate transformed ĥab is still positive definite, and because it is positive
definite, it must be of Hawking–Ellis type I, and so can be diagonalized via a local
Lorentz transformation. (To check this one merely needs to verify that Hawking–Ellis
types II, III, and IV are not positive definite. See for instance [42, 43].)
Thus we can without loss of generality assume ĥab is diagonal, with positive diagonal
entries hA , (A ∈ {0, i}). Then in this coordinate system, with this choice of basis,
we have
√
−gǫ (gǫ )ab = diag{−1, 1, 1, 1} + iǫ diag{h0 , h1 , h2 , h3 }.
(4.24)
Note that this manifestly satisfies the 1-form acceptability condition. Furthermore,
taking the determinant
gǫ = −(1 − iǫh0 )
So

√

−gǫ =

r

Y3

i=1

(1 − iǫh0 )

(1 + iǫhi ).

Y3

i=1

(1 + iǫhi ).

Then the 0-form acceptability condition reduces to the nonlinear condition
)
(r
Y3
(1 + iǫhi ) > 0,
(1 − iǫh0 )
Im
i=1

(4.25)

(4.26)

(4.27)

which constrains the values of h0 and the hi . If one wishes the 0-form acceptability
condition to hold for all ǫ > 0 then in particular it must hold for small ǫ and so one
P
must demand h0 < 3i=1 hi . This is equivalent to demanding ηab hab > 0.
Furthermore the eigenvalues of (gǫ )ab are then
√

−gǫ
;
−
1 − iǫh0

√

−gǫ
;
1 + iǫhi

and the 2-form acceptability conditions deduce to




(1 − iǫh0 )(1 + iǫhj )
(1 + iǫhj )(1 + iǫhk )
√
√
Im −
> 0;
Im
> 0.
−gǫ
−gǫ
Here j 6= k.
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(4.28)

(4.29)

But then, given our explicit formula for gǫ , this can be rewritten as
)
(s
)
( s
(1 − iǫh0 )(1 + iǫhj )
(1 + iǫhj )(1 + iǫhk )
> 0;
Im
> 0, (4.30)
Im −
(1 + iǫhk )(1 + iǫhl )
(1 − iǫh0 )(1 + iǫhl )
where the indices j, k, and l must all be distinct. We can also write this as
(s
)
(s
)
(1 + iǫh0 )(1 − iǫhj )
(1 + iǫhj )(1 + iǫhk )
Im
> 0;
Im
> 0.
(1 − iǫhk )(1 − iǫhl )
(1 − iǫh0 )(1 + iǫhl )
Using the identity

1
1 ∓ iǫhA
=
∝ 1 ∓ iǫhA ,
1 ± iǫhA
1 + ǫ2 h2A

(4.31)

(4.32)

and rearranging some indices, the two conditions in (4.31) actually collapse to one
nonlinear constraint:
q

Im
(1 + iǫh0 )(1 + iǫhj )(1 + iǫhk )(1 − iǫhl ) > 0,
(4.33)
where the indices j, k, and l must all be distinct. Overall, the compatibility conditions now reduce to the statement that h0 and the hi are all positive, and are subject
to the constraints (4.27) and (4.33).
One obvious solution to these acceptability constraints is h0 = hi = 1 with ǫ > 0.
That is ĥab = δ ab , whence after trace reversal hab = diag{2, 0, 0, 0}. But this just
corresponds to (gǫ )ab = ηab + iǫVa Vb , which is where we started the discussion —
but now we see that this object also satisfies the 2-form acceptability condition.
There are also many other solutions to the acceptability conditions. For instance, in
the symmetric case hi = hspace , taking h0 < 3hspace with ǫ > 0 also satisfies these
constraints.
Subject to these nonlinear constraints on the hA , where A ∈ {0, i}, for a suitable
P
tetrad eA a we now have ĥab = 3A=0 hA eA a eA b , which is manifestly positive definite.
This quantity can then be inserted into (4.23), to recreate (gǫ )ab in the Riemann
normal coordinate system, and thus, via (4.22), implicitly recreate the metric (gǫ )ab
in an arbitrary coordinate system. Overall at this stage we have a somewhat tedious
set of nonlinear constraints on the hab , which in principle will fully characterize the
allowable complex metrics (gǫ )ab . (These nonlinear constraints simplify considerably
in the small-ǫ limit, and furthermore, we shall then introduce a variant of the tetrad
formalism to effectively linearize them in general.)
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4.3.2

Small ǫ

If we want the 2-form constraints to hold for all ǫ > 0, then in particular for small ǫ
P
P
we must demand h0 + i hi > 2hj , in addition to the 0-form result that h0 < i hi .
That is, for ǫ → 0+ the 2-form and 0-form constraints reduce to
X
X
h0 +
hi > 2hj ;
h0 <
hi .
(4.34)
i

i

This can be rewritten as
hA <

1X
hB .
2 B

(4.35)

P
If we now define hhi = 14 B hB , then between the positivity constraint and the
0-form and 2-form constraints we have
0 < hA < 2hhi,

(4.36)

|hA − hhi| < hhi.

(4.37)

or equivalently
P3

We again have ĥab = A=0 hA eA a eA b . Thence, for small ǫ the matrix hab is not just
positive definite, but once the 0-form and 2-form constraints are taken into account,
has very tightly interrelated eigenvalues — hab cannot deviate too far from a multiple
hhi δab of the identity matrix. This now guarantees that there will at the very least
be some finite interval ǫ ∈ (0, ǫ∗ ) over which the all of the acceptability conditions are
satisfied. Sometimes, as in the examples given at the end of the previous subsection,
this can be extended to the entire positive half line ǫ ∈ (0, ∞).
4.4

Rephrasing the construction in terms of the tetrad formalism

Let us recast this generalized construction in terms of the tetrad formalism. As for the
simplified construction, let eA a (x) denote an arbitrary (not necessarily orthonormal)
tetrad; the co-tetrad eA a (x) is simply the matrix inverse of eA a (x).
Now let θA (x) be any four smooth functions bounded by 0 < θA (x) < π/4. The
variables θA are effectively a nonlinear way of encoding the parameter ǫ via the
relations θA = arctan(ǫhA ), we shall soon see why this is worthwhile. Define
θAB = diag{θA },

(4.38)

and the corresponding trace-reversed quantities
θ̄AB = diag{θ̄A } = θAB −
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1
ηAB (η CD θCD ).
2

(4.39)

Then θ̄¯AB = θAB , trace-reversal is an involution.
Explicitly
1
θ̄0 =
2
1
θ̄i =
2

θ0 +

3
X

θi

i=1

θi + θ0 −

!

X
j6=i

θi

;

(4.40)

!

.

(4.41)

Now define the matrix


(ηθ̄ )AB = diag{− exp +i2θ̄0 (x) ; exp −i2θ̄i (x) };

(4.42)

(ηθ̄ )AB = diag{− exp −i2θ̄0 (x)

(4.43)

and its matrix inverse




exp +i2θ̄i (x) }.

Construct the complex metric
(gθ )ab = (ηθ̄ )AB ei A (x) eB b (x)

(4.44)


= − exp +i2θ̄0 (x) e0 a (x) e0 b (x) +

3
X
i=1


exp −i2θ̄i (x) ei a (x) ei b (x). (4.45)

Then the inverse metric is
(gθ )ab = (ηθ̄ )AB eA a (x) eB b (x)

(4.46)

3
X


= − exp −i2θ̄0 (x) e0 a (x) e0 b (x) +
exp +i2θ̄i (x) ei a (x) ei b (x). (4.47)
i=1

Note that
p

p


− det(gθ ) = exp −iη AB θ̄AB = exp +iη AB θAB and thence


− det(gθ ) (gθ )ab = exp −iη CD θ̄CD (ηθ̄ )AB eA a (x) eB b (x)
= − exp(−2iθ0 (x)) e0 a (x) e0 b (x) +

3
X

(4.48)

exp(+2iθi (x)) ei a (x) ei b (x).

i=1

(4.49)

(Carefully note that due to a subtle combination of phases, itp
is the θA , not the θ̄A ,
that finally occur in the expression (4.49) for the tensor density − det(gθ ) (gθ )ab .)
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The corresponding Lorentzian and Euclidean metrics are given by
(
)
3
X
√
−gL (gL )ab = − cos[2θ0 (x)]e0 a (x) e0 b (x) +
cos[2θi (x)]ei a (x) ei b (x) , (4.50)
i=1

and
√

−gE (gE )ab =

(

+ sin[2θ0 (x)]e0 a (x) e0 b (x) +

3
X

)

sin[2θi (x)]ei a (x) ei b (x) . (4.51)

i=1

We note that:
• This construction satisfies the 1-form acceptability condition if and only if we
have θA ∈ (0, π/4).
• This construction satisfies the 0-form acceptability condition if and only if we
P
have η AB θAB > 0, implying θ0 < 3i=1 θi .

• Finally, the construction satisfies the 2-form acceptability condition if and only
if in terms of the eigenvalues λA of (gθ )ab we have

√
−gθ
> 0;
(A 6= B).
(4.52)
Im
λA λB
But in terms of the θA variables, suitably modifying the discussion of the previous
subsection, this now translates to the bound
θA <

1X
θB .
2 B

(4.53)

Between the positivity (1-form) and the above (0-form plus 2-form) acceptability
conditions we have
1X
θB < π/2.
(4.54)
0 < θA <
2 B

We note

X
B

θB =

X
B

θ̄B − (−θ̄0 +

X

θ̄i ) = 2θ̄0 .

(4.55)

i

For the θ̄A this leads to the less symmetrical looking conditions2
0 < θ̄0 =

1X
θB < π/2;
2 B

|θ̄i | < min{θ̄0 , π/4}.

2

(4.56)

Note this is compatible with the first simplified example we considered, where with current
normalization one has θAB = θ δAB , with 0 < θ < π/4, while θ̄AB = diag{2θ, 0, 0, 0}.
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This construction now yields the most general class of complex metrics satisfying
the compatibility conditions. By adopting the tetrad formalism, we have managed
to construct a complete and comprehensive classification of all the complex metrics
satisfying the (4-dimensional) compatibility conditions.

5

Fluctuating spacetime geometries

When one wants to include fluctuating spacetime geometries in the functional integral
the situation becomes much messier. Fundamentally one is interested in
Z
ZL = DgL exp (−iS(gL )) .
(5.1)
But to make the functional integral more plausibly convergent it seems better to
integrate over Euclidean geometries:
Z
ZE = DgE exp (S(gE )) .
(5.2)
For an overview of the standard point of view in Euclidean quantum gravity see
references [44, 45]. For some early work see [46]. For rather recent developments
see [15, 16, 47]. For slightly heterodox points of view see [48, 49], and [27, page 69].
See also the “causal dynamical triangulation” programme [50–54].
The heterodoxy has to do with selecting a priori constraints on the configuration
space of Euclidian geometries to functionally integrate over — the partition function
seems to be much better behaved when one integrates only over those Euclidean
geometries that are compatible with the existence of a Lorentzian signature metric [48–54].
Note that our central result for allowable complex metrics, either in the symmetric
form
√
√
√
−gǫ (gǫ )ab = −gL (gL )ab + iǫ gE (gE )ab ,
(5.3)
or in the asymmetric form
(gǫ )ab = p

(gL )ab + iǫ hab
,
det {δc e + iǫ (gL )cd hde }

(5.4)

will automatically force us to work only with those manifolds that are compatible
with the existence of a Lorentzian signature metric.
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One may wish to add additional constraints on the configuration space of Lorentzian
metrics (gL )an . Stable causality? Global hyperbolicity? Fixed topological structure?
Unimodular (more precisely, fixed modulus) gravity? There is a veritable multitude
of possible choices, but any such choices should be constrained by the explicit versions
of the Louko–Sorkin and Kontsevich–Segal–Witten acceptability conditions derived
above.

6

Conclusions

We have developed several fully explicit versions of the Louko–Sorkin (0-form and
1-form) and Kontsevich–Segal–Witten (2-form) acceptability conditions for complex
metrics on spacetime. We have back-tracked the derivation of these acceptability
conditions to the fundamental physics of Feynman’s iǫ prescription, which we used
to justify the notion of an “almost real” spacetime metric.
These “almost real” metrics can then be extended to more general settings, where
the complex metric is explicitly given in terms of the underlying Lorentzian metric,
(the physical metric), and a positive-definite auxiliary tensor, which can be viewed
as being proportional to a Euclidean metric.
We then provided a tetrad construction explicitly codifying the set of all acceptable
complex metric. Finally we briefly discuss the implications for the functional integral
over spacetime geometries, and in the appendix provide a specific example of how
the acceptability conditions can fail, even for finite-action solutions to the classical
field equations.

A

Example: Explicit physically unacceptable complex metric

It is worthwhile to give a specific and fully explicit example of a complex metric that
is not “acceptable”, and does not satisfy the Louko–Sorkin conditions. Based on the
construction given by Witten [16], consider the specific metric
2

dǫ(r)
dr 2 + (r + iǫ(r))2 d2 Ω.
ds = −dt + 1 + i
dr
2

2

(A.1)

Here ǫ(r) is an even function of r defined on the entire real line, with ǫ(r) = 0 for
|r| > a and ǫ(r) > 0 for |r| < a. For all r this geometry is Riemann flat,3 so it
solves the (complex) Einstein equations. For |r| > a one simply has two portions of
Minkowski space, with the usual (−+++) signature. So this is a wormhole geometry
— it is however not a Lorentzian (traversable) wormhole geometry, but is instead a
“complexified” wormhole geometry.
3

Consider the coordinate r̃ = r + iǫ(r).
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At the throat (r = 0) we have by the assumption of evenness enforced dǫ/dr → 0 so
the signature there is (−+−−), there are 3 “time” directions. In the regions r ∈ (0, a)
and r ∈ (−a, 0) the geometry is explicitly complex and the usual notion of signature
makes little to no sense. So we should expect this geometry to be pathological.
Indeed we have
√
Thence

−gǫ =



dǫ(r)
1+i
dr
√



(r + iǫ(r))2 sin θ =

Im{ −gǫ } =



1 d
[(r + iǫ(r))3 ] sin θ.
3 dr


dǫ(r) 2
2
(r − ǫ(r) ) + 2rǫ(r) sin θ.
dr

(A.2)

(A.3)

But this is an odd function of r. So the Louko–Sorkin determinant condition (the
0-form condition) must be violated somewhere in the interval (−a, a). If it is satisfied
at +r it will be violated at −r and vice versa.
The second Louko–Sorkin matrix condition (the 1-form condition) now amounts to
investigating the matrix


√
dǫ(r)
ab
(r + iǫ(r))2 sin θ
−gǫ (gǫ ) = 1 + i
dr


−1
0
0
0
−2




 0 1 + i dǫ(r)
0
0
dr

 . (A.4)
×

−2
0
(r + iǫ(r))
0

 0
(r+iǫ(r))−2
0
0
0
sin2 θ
Concentrate on the tt part of the tensor density:
√
Thence

√
−gǫ (gǫ )tt = − −gǫ .

√
√
Im{ −gǫ (gǫ )tt } = − Im −gǫ .

(A.5)

(A.6)

But this is incompatible with the first Louko–Sorkin condition. Indeed we have
already seen that this quantity is odd. So the second Louko–Sorkin condition is also
violated somewhere in the interval (−a, a).
We mention in passing that in any ultra-static spacetime (block diagonal metric,
with gtt = −1) the two Louko–Sorkin conditions are incompatible with each other,
so no calculation was actually needed.
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Furthermore, consider the angular parts of the tensor density. For example


√
dǫ(r)
θθ
−gǫ (gǫ ) = 1 + i
sin θ.
dr

(A.7)

Whence

√
dǫ(r)
sin θ.
(A.8)
Im{ −gǫ (gǫ )θθ } =
dr
But this is again an odd function of r. So again the second Louko–Sorkin condition
is violated somewhere in the interval (−a, a).
Similarly
√
Whence

−gǫ (gǫ )

φφ

1 + i dǫ(r)
dr
.
=
sin θ

(A.9)

√
Im{ −gǫ (gǫ )φφ } =

1 dǫ(r)
.
(A.10)
sin θ dr
But this is again an odd function of r. So again the second Louko–Sorkin condition
is violated.
Consequently curved-space QFT on this particular complex wormhole background
will exhibit uncontrolled anti-damping in the functional integral, and so this background should be rejected as physically unacceptable. Despite the fact that this
geometry is a zero-action classical solution of the Einstein equations, this geometry
should not be used as a saddle point in the functional integral.
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